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West Central CTST – August 10, 2022 

Meeting started 1:30 pm 

 
I. Welcome and Introductions were made 

 
II.  Minutes were approved for July 2022 

 
III. Old Business – Review of Problem Location Spreadsheet  

1. US 41 and CR 491: No update.  

2. Good Neighbor Trail – Stop Signs: Jim went on Saturday and reviewed this location. There were stop 
signs on the Good Neighbor Trail at the five road crossings. The five road crossings were marked. One of 
the five road crossings has a limited visibility area. Ernie received approval from the EOR that the stop 
signs can be relocated on the Good Neighbor Trail. However, they are trying to get with the FWC to 
determine if this is a County area or FWC area. Ernie has been told it’s been both a County and FWC area. 
Discussion followed. 

3. Withlacoochee State Trail and Independence Highway Crossing: No update. 

4. Good Neighbor Trail - Preston Road and Weatherly Road: Ernie stated this was moved to a service 
request to have the ones that need to be addressed now to be fixed. A capital improvement project will be 
done in the next couple years to have all the mats pulled up and replaced with concrete ones. For the line 
of sight, Ernie showed the locations to a new traffic engineer; both himself and the traffic engineer do not 
see any issues with the line of sight. Mike and Ernie think this location should be removed from the problem 
location sheet. Jim said that Preston Road has a user line of sight issue for the trail users with forest growth 
on private property on the NW corner. There is no issue on the NE corner. The sight lines at Weatherly 
Road and the Good Neighbor Trail are not an issue. Jim asked if there are trail head crossing signs on 
Preston Road and Weatherly Road to warn the motorists; if there are not, they may want to add them. 
There are delineator posts missing on the trail and some were broken off. The post bases are about an inch 
high and could be a hazard to users. Several of the intersections have broken posts. Ernie will check them 
out and replace them. Jim said that some No Motor Vehicle Signs or Yield Signs are missing for the 
driveways between Preston Road and Weatherly Road. The trail was also covered with pine needles and 
dirt. Ernie will look at this as well. 

5. Mariner Boulevard and Northcliff Boulevard:  Ernie spoke to David about the guide skips. Tuesday, 
David said that they should be complete. Ernie has not had a chance to drive there to look but he will go 
out tomorrow and check.   

6. 589/44 and New Parkway – Crystal Oaks Drive coming out to 44: This will be removed from the 
problem location sheet at the next meeting.  

7. Miss Maggie Drive: Lt. Ball wanted to check the status of the speed study to see if anything has been 
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done. George Edmiston didn’t do a speed study, but visually he said that speed does not seem to be an 
issue, it seems to be a capacity issue. There are private residences out there that are charging people to 
park their vehicles by the boat ramp, which is increasing the volume. There are some pedestrians and 
bicyclists using the roadway and there are no curbs or sidewalks, which is a concern, especially at night. Lt. 
Ball said that there is nowhere for that road to expand. Mike said that we will leave this on the problem 
location sheet when Walt comes back to find out about 85th percentile speeds. Lt. Ball said that there is a 
speeding problem out there as well. The speed limit is a 25-mph zone. There is a dis-conjoined speed limit 
– going east is one speed limit and west is another speed limit. Lt. Ball would like to see a study done. 
Discussion followed.  

IV.  Calendar Updates/Activity Reports  

Julie Bond (CUTR):  CUTR is providing the driver’s education program at several high schools in the area. 
They updated their high school presentation. George Edmiston (Benesch) said that they are focusing on 
the Strategic Highway Safety Plan. They are targeting underage drivers and focusing on distracted driving, 
as well as seatbelts. The presentation is updated with graphics that teenagers better understand. There is a 
post-test at the end that teachers can use for a grade for the glass. They hope that students retain the 
information that is essential to keep them safe on the road. 

Julie Bond (CUTR): They finished the US 19 geofencing safety campaign. They received a lot of great 
comments. They are looking for any opportunities to provide presentations for education. The ELEE 
program award ceremony is coming up in a few months. She’s hoping everyone gets their reports in and 
they will get great numbers from that. Mike Zinn (FDOT) stated that the ELEE campaign ends on August 
14th.  

Jeannine Laurence (MADD): They’re getting back into communities and schools with MADD. They gave 
their high school presentation for underage drinking, drug use, and impaired driving prevention; it was 
launched this week. They will have a brand-new presentation with more information on road safety for 
young drivers, road safety, etc. In their drug use prevention presentation, they are included more 
information on alcohol, cannabis, and prescription drugs. They are connecting with the schools in the area. 

Janice Martinez (LEL): They just finished the Operation Southern Slowdown data collection. They are 
gearing up for Labor Day Drive Sober Get Pulled over; this is one of two national campaigns that Florida 
participates in. The campaign runs from August 19th to September 5th. The second Saturday of that wave – 
the 27th is MADD Saturation Saturday.  

V. Fatal Crash Map 

Mike Zinn (FDOT):  

• In Citrus County, there were a total of 16 fatal crashes from January 1st to July 15th from Signal 4 
Analytics. There were four pedestrian fatal crashes.  

• Hernando County has had 23 fatal crashes from January 1st to July 15th from Signal 4 Analytics.  
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Lori Palaio (JMT):  JMT added a mode of travel graph where you can see the breakdown of the percentage 
of the mode of travel. That breakdown wasn’t on previous CTST maps. Motorcycle is a hot topic right now. 
Now you can see the breakdown in percentages of moped, pedestrian, bicycle, motorcycle, and vehicle 
fatal crashes.  

VI. SRTS Update 

Mike Zinn (FDOT): They just finished a sidewalk on Forest Ridge Road. The only other major sidewalks 
that they are doing in Citrus County is on US 19 along with the multi-use path, but that is not part of the 
SRTS.  

VII. New Business – Submittal of requests to review new Problem Areas 

Sherry Cook: There were complaints for the first day of school concerning backup at 44 and 491 to turn 
south onto 491. They have to sit through three lights in the morning to get through that intersection. She 
does not know if it can be timed differently at different hours. Mike said that people will have to learn that 
school is going to back up traffic and that people will have to leave accordingly. He doesn’t believe that they 
can change that signal. Once school gets going, people will learn to leave a little earlier. At the beginning of 
the school year, traffic is worse, and then eventually students start taking the bus.  

Sherry stated that at the jail on 491, there are no signs on the roadway. She thought the detention center 
would have a sign on the main road. People are trying to find it all the time. This will be added to the 
problem location list so Walt can address it.  

Lastly, Sherry stated that out at the wildlife park, there are more pedestrian issues than vehicle driving 
issue. The pedestrians are not hitting the crosswalk button when walking out into the road. She said she 
does not know how to address that issue. George asked if Citrus County has a HVE grant and he was told 
they do not. Mike said the wildlife park is on a local road. Janice said HVE is data driven, so if it’s not a high 
crash corridor, it would not apply. George said that state roads would fall into ELEE, but if it’s not a state 
road, it would not apply. It boils down to education and enforcement. They need to ensure that pedestrians 
understand their requirement to stop and that vehicles are required to stop when the RRFB’s are flashing. 
Sometimes it boils down to tickets, but they can start with education and warnings and then move onto 
enforcement, if needed. Janice said for this coming year, HVE is for Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas. 
Mike said that education may not help because there are a lot of tourists. He suggested having a Sheriff 
talk with the park and have someone stationed there. Discussion followed. 

VIII. Open Forum/Announcements  

George Edmiston (Benesch): This is the final Work Zone RSA in Hernando County along SR 50 from US 
301 to the Sumter County Line. Last month, they did the Suncoast to US 301.  

The next meeting will be September 14th, 2022, at 1:30 pm and will be in-person at the Hernando FDOT 
Office in Brooksville, Florida.  

Mike Zinn (FDOT): We have to vote on a new vice chair. Any ideas, bring them to next meeting so that we 
can have an election for that.  
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IX. Adjourn 

Meeting adjourned at 2:08 pm  

 

Attendees:  Lt. Chris Ball, Julie Bond, David Carr, Sherry Cook, Allison Cornelius, George Edmiston, Bob 
Esposito, Col. J. Ferrara, Beverly Howard, Ernie Lane, Jeannine Laurence, Jim McLean, Janice Martinez, 
Lori Palaio, Melissa Shepherd, Col. Vott, Mike Zinn 
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Item Date 
Reported Description Staff Last 

Update 
Date Resolved/ 
Withdrawn Comments 

1 Sept 2018 &             
Sept 2019 

US 41 and CR 491 

 

https://goo.gl/maps/xAozh
rsBziQC8T5r5  

Peter/ 
Walt  

June 
2022 

 Northbound left turn has no left turn signal phase; but there is a left turn lane.  
Due to heavy SB traffic, no gaps are created for vehicles turning left.  They 
need to wait for multiple cycles or take risk turning in front of oncoming traffic. 
Citizens are requesting evaluation of timing and phasing, possibly add left turn 
phase. Drivers are cutting through Smith Terrace to avoid signal at 
intersection.  On hold – waiting for things to return to the old normal.  Walt 
received a complaint from an irate citizen regarding the left turning movement. 
Walt said he will call them back to let them know we are tracking this location.  
Once we go back to the old normal, Walt stated DOT will perform traffic 
counts. No update.  Walt has received numerous complaints from the 
residents who live along Smith Street about speeding in the neighborhood. 
People are using Smith Street as a bypass. Walt asked the CCSO to look at 
this area. Waiting for Walt to perform traffic counts when things resume to 
normal traffic; maybe fall. Left Turn phases on CR491 to be evaluated/added 
during DOT District wide signal study. Mike said that they are going to conduct 
counts on the NB side of US 41 to see if it warrants a left turn phase. 
 
Mike said that they are going to conduct counts on the NB side of US 41 to 
see if it warrants a left turn phase. He does not know the results yet. The 
FDOT is going throughout the county to make improvements on turning 
movements. People are circumventing the signal, so the counts aren’t true 
counts. Bala will also look at this location. 
 
No update. Mike was informed that they do not do traffic counts or warrants 
when there is no school. This is on the schedule to get started August or early 
September. 

https://goo.gl/maps/xAozhrsBziQC8T5r5
https://goo.gl/maps/xAozhrsBziQC8T5r5
https://goo.gl/maps/xAozhrsBziQC8T5r5
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Withdrawn Comments 

2 Feb. 2020 Good Neighbor Trail- Stop 
Signs 

Ernie/ 
Todd 

August 
2022 

 Harry stated that the stop signs along the trail are around 9 feet high and 
bicyclists always disregard stop signs. Harry wanted to know why there are 
stop signs along the trail. Ernie stated the Forestry Division asked for the stop 
signs. There are 19 yield signs within a 2-mile area and 3 to 4 stop signs. He 
asked why is the priority placed to the driveways rather than the trails. Ernie 
has reached out to FWC and is awaiting their call back to discuss. Ernie spoke 
with FWC they do not have an issue with changing over the stop signs. Ernie 
is trying to get in touch with the EOR to get their permission to relocate the 
stop signs. Harry stated he will send an email directly to Ernie to get an 
update. The fire road stop signs that are facing the trail users should face the 
fire road users.  Ernie stated this is under review by EOR and Engineering. 
Ernie is waiting on the EOR to provide him the plans to allow changing of the 
signs. The other part, regarding the yield signs is being evaluated by the 
County Engineer. David G. thought that they had received permission from the 
Forestry Service to remove the stop sign, but they unsure of who should be 
handling the removal (Hernando County (HC) or the Forestry Service).  This 
item will be solved with the understanding that if there is a forest fire, bicyclists 
should not proceed in front of emergency vehicles. David G. said that he has 
an upcoming meeting with the original EOR for this project, folks at the 
County, and Harry to discuss what can be completed holistically. David G. has 
reached out to the original designer (HDR), and they have a couple indications 
on what they think should be done in this area. Scott Herring has reached out 
to Harry to set up a meeting over the next couple of weeks. Harry agreed to 
meet. They will discuss the options amongst each at that time. HCPW is 
discussing solutions to the issue. Harry stated there will be an upcoming 
meeting within the next couple of weeks to discuss this. Harry stated HC 
requested a postponement of the meeting. No date has been set. Ernie 
checked with the County Engineer Admin. to see when this meeting would be 
rescheduled, but due to the hurricane coming through last week, he’s been 
quite busy. No date has been set yet. Jim has not had a chance to check out 
this location - he will go within the next couple of weeks. 
 
**continued on next page** 
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Item Date 
Reported Description Staff Last 

Update 
Date Resolved/ 
Withdrawn Comments 

      Jim went on Saturday and reviewed this location. There were stop signs 
on the Good Neighbor Trail at the five road crossings. The five road 
crossings were marked. One of the five road crossings has a limited 
visibility area. Ernie received approval from the EOR that the stop signs 
can be relocated on the Good Neighbor Trail. However, they are trying to 
get with the FWC to determine if this is a County area or FWC area. Ernie 
has been told it’s been both a County and FWC area. Discussion 
followed. 
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Reported Description Staff Last 

Update 
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Withdrawn Comments 

3 Feb. 2021 Withlacoochee State Trail 
and Independence 
Highway Crossing 

 

https://goo.gl/maps/3XtmB
nXFHkQQ51S76  

Harry / 
Mike Zinn/ 
Ginger / 
Peter 

July 2022  * notes were consolidated/condensed by Jim McLean November 2021. The 
other left-over information was removed January 2022, only to leave the 
status update. *  Jim discussed shifting the signs to Independence. Jim was 
asked to get with CCSO after the holidays about this. Walt asked Jim to get 
with Chris Raby and bring him up to speed on switching locations. Julie 
mentioned several thoughts/ways to educate the public on the trails. She said 
she would get with Jim and others about materials, etc. to hand out.  Jim 
discussed his findings after using the push button/trail crossing with the group. 
Jim stated Laura, CCSO, will have more boards at the trail in the near future.  
Jim thought we need to add a permanent sign at the SB trail users (there is 
already one for the NB users). Discussion followed. Harry brought up and 
discussed past discussions about separating trail users from the motorists 
(protected green crossing). Harry asked about status on the new controller.  
Discussion followed. Mike will ask Tyler to look into the controller 
whereabouts, and he will check with Peter also.  This could be part of the 
world chip shortage. Harry brought up how are we going to educate folks on 
how and why to use the new controller “push the button” and the one we 
currently have.  Walt mentioned taking one thing at a time; getting the 
controller first and then tackling how to educate the trail users. Harry agreed. 
Jim checked on this and there is a sign on the south side of Independence, 
and he thinks they need the same sign on the northbound side. Laura 
mentioned the VMS boards are currently being used at the geofenced area. 
She may be receiving two new boards soon. She will get the boards at this 
location ASAP. They have seen a significant improvement, but another sign 
would be beneficial. Mike Zinn said he would get the request for an additional 
sign (R9-5) turned in. Harry asked about the controllers. Per the chat, Peter 
stated the computer was ordered.  Mike will follow up on the computers. Jim 
asked for another sign for the southbound trail users to press the pedestrian 
signal. He was up there Sunday, and the sign has not been put in yet. There is 
one for the northbound trail users, but nothing for the southbound trail users. 
 
**continued on next page** 

https://goo.gl/maps/3XtmBnXFHkQQ51S76
https://goo.gl/maps/3XtmBnXFHkQQ51S76
https://goo.gl/maps/3XtmBnXFHkQQ51S76
https://goo.gl/maps/3XtmBnXFHkQQ51S76
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      The sign may encourage users to use it. Jim noticed that the left turn for NB 
US 41 traffic, the signal goes to a flashing yellow arrow. Jim believes it should 
go to a “No Left Turn on Red” when the walk signal is activated. Maybe a new 
controller could fix the issue, so pedestrians don’t get hit.  
 
They are waiting for the new computer. Jim stated that people are impatient at 
this location. Discussion followed. Mike will ask FDOT if they can put a sign on 
the mast arm to “Yield to Pedestrians.” He will ask if additional weight can be 
added to the mast arm. Jim asked for a R9-5 “Use Ped Signal” sign for SB 
pedestrian users.  
 
Jim was there recently. He pushed a button and it automatically turned green; 
seems like is a user issue. The R9-5 sign has not been installed yet. They are 
having a problem with getting the sheeting material for the sign. Mike is 
waiting on Bala to get more information on the mast arm signage. Sherry 
mentioned a complaint stating when you hit the crossing button on the path, it 
only lets you walk across half of the road - it switches back to “Don’t Walk” 
when you are halfway across. Jim said that you have 8 seconds to cross when 
the Walk Signal is on and 18 second countdown. Jim does not think there is a 
problem with the timing. Discussion followed. 
 
No update. 
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4 Apr. 2021 Good Neighbor Trail – 
Preston Road & 
Weatherly Road 

 
https://goo.gl/maps/gb6K4
d1P9zpR4B41A  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ernie/ 
Todd / 
Harry 

August 
2022 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harry stated that on the Good Neighbor Trail, where it crosses Preston Road, 
the sight distances to the north are severely restricted. In the NW corner, there 
are a lot of trees; if they could be trimmed back that would help significantly. 
Crosswalk warnings are currently facing the motorists; these signs are in odd 
locations. Mike added that the ADA mats are crumbling and peeling up.  Ernie 
stated he will look into this location.  On Weatherly Road, the warning signs at 
this location are positioned in strange locations as well.  Ernie stated he will be 
clearing some of the right-of-way at Preston at Richbarn, on the northbound 
side.  They will also be changing some of the signs and adding new signage.  
Some of the ADA mats will be replaced. Ernie said he will take another look at 
the Weatherly intersection. Harry brought up that a fence on Preston is 
blocking views of trail users and motorists.  Ernie stated he would look at this 
next year (they would have to survey all of Preston Road, and it is not in the 
budget this year).  The above-mentioned items could be updated/corrected as 
early as next week. Ernie stated the service request has been entered to 
clean a site distance area. There is no completion date yet due to previous 
storms. Ernie stated he did site visits/studies on both locations, and he put in a 
service request to have the right-of-way cleaned up, which will improve the 
site distance. Discussion followed. No update. Ernie will be looking at this on 
Friday.  Ernie spoke to Dan about trimming the right-of-way. He brought up a 
driveway issue that has been out there for a while, across the street from the 
problem area. The right-of-way has been trimmed; he will try to visit the site on 
Friday and check the status of the driveway also. Mike said that the ADA mats 
have not been corrected. The only way to fix the mats is to use the liquid 
truncated domes or pull up the asphalt, put concrete down and then put the 
tiles on it. They are on the repair list.  
 
Mike said that the ADA mats have not been corrected. It is becoming a trip 
hazard because many are crumbled. Jim said he will check out this location. 
 
**continued on next page** 

https://goo.gl/maps/gb6K4d1P9zpR4B41A
https://goo.gl/maps/gb6K4d1P9zpR4B41A
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      Jim has not had a chance to check out this location yet; he will go within the 
next couple of weeks. Ernie stated the County cleared the right-of-way on 
Preston Road, as requested. One spot on Preston Road, the County will 
speak to the property owner to see about clearing that section. Ernie talked to 
Stephen Stack about the ADA mats on the section that the County maintains. 
They are going to do a service request to start changing them all out now. In a 
couple of years, they are going to come up with a program to change the ADA 
mats to stamped concrete. They will see how much these cost to replace and 
then add to the CIP to get funded. 
 
Ernie stated this was moved to a service request to have the ones that 
need to be addressed now to be fixed. A capital improvement project will 
be done in the next couple years to have all the mats pulled up and 
replaced with concrete ones. For the line of sight, Ernie showed the 
locations to a new traffic engineer; both himself and the traffic engineer 
do not see any issues with the line of sight. Mike and Ernie think this 
location should be removed from the problem location sheet. Jim said 
that Preston Road has a user line of sight issue for the trail users with 
forest growth on private property on the NW corner. There is no issue on 
the NE corner. The sight lines at Weatherly Road and the Good Neighbor 
Trail are not an issue. Jim asked if there are trail head crossing signs on 
Preston Road and Weatherly Road to warn the motorists; if there are not, 
they may want to add them. There are delineator posts missing on the 
trail and some were broken off. The post bases are about an inch high 
and could be a hazard to users. Several of the intersections have broken 
posts. Ernie will check them out and replace them. Jim said that some 
No Motor Vehicle Signs or Yield Signs are missing for the driveways 
between Preston Road and Weatherly Road. The trail was also covered 
with pine needles and dirt. Ernie will look at this as well. 
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5 Jan. 2022 Mariner Boulevard and 
Northcliff Boulevard  
 

https://goo.gl/maps/oqJoj
XfvBxeksW1T9  
 

HC/ Todd 
 

June 
2022 

 David suggested there needs to be guide skips at Mariner Boulevard and 
Northcliff Boulevard.  David Carr stated there are no guide skips at the dual 
left turns. Ernie said he will look into this and let us know at the next meeting. 
Ernie stated this project is in progress, but there are other projects ahead of it. 
David Carr stated that there have been no changes and does not recommend 
taking it off the list until the project is complete. 
 
This item will not be removed until the paint has been put down. There is still 
no change to this location. There is still no change to this location. Ernie has 
an email from traffic operations to see where the contract is for the striping. It 
is on the list to be completed, but he does not know where it falls on the 
priority list. 
 
Ernie spoke to David about the guide skips. Tuesday, David said that 
they should be complete. Ernie has not had a chance to drive there to 
look but he will go out tomorrow and check. 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/m1zR7xqYAkKYKVkB7
https://goo.gl/maps/m1zR7xqYAkKYKVkB7
https://goo.gl/maps/oqJojXfvBxeksW1T9
https://goo.gl/maps/oqJojXfvBxeksW1T9
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6 May 2022 Miss Maggie Drive 
(Speeding) 
 

 
 
https://goo.gl/maps/4Jdpk
dVtiDLXibw49  

Walt 
Eastmond/ 
Sgt. 
Anstead 

August 
2022 

 At Miss Maggie Drive, there are a lot of issues with speeders. It has gone past 
an enforcement issue because the people in that area are always changing. A 
portion of the road is 25 mph that goes to a residential area that people are 
speeding through. Other portions of the road are 35 mph. When it is not the 
same people going through the area every single day, it is continually a 
problem. He knows that several other roads in Tampa put in speed tables, but 
he does not know if it is a feasible option on Miss Maggie Drive. Jim McLean 
suggested widening the side stripes from 6 inches to 8 inches to give the road 
a road diet to make people slow down a little bit. Since it is a residential road, 
the speeds should be low. A lot of tourists are driving through the area, and it 
is not a regular flow of traffic. Mike said that speed feedback signs can be 
placed in the area. At the end of the road of Miss Maggie Drive is a boat ramp, 
with kayaking, which is bringing in tourists. Jim said that the County isn’t 
typically fond of doing speed tables. Sheriff Prendergast said that enforcement 
has been done out there - a lot of people from out of town contribute to the 
issues. He said it may be a good idea to put stop signs out there to force 
people to make multiple stops and have speed tables in front of them to have 
a traffic calming effect. David Carr asked if speed tables would be an issue for 
emergency vehicles moving through there fast enough for emergencies. Law 
enforcement said they do not think it will be a problem. Speed tables aren’t an 
appropriate use at this location. Transverse lines were suggested. Walt can 
ask about transverse lines, but he will have to talk to maintenance. Laura said 
to consider a speed study for a new speed limit at this location. They 
exhausted all other resources. There are no crashes at this location. Bala will 
ask if DOT can help with a speed study at this location. 
 
Mike said if a speed study was performed and if the 85th percentile is doing 
45 mph or higher, they will raise the speed limit. Laura said that the speed 
limit is unreasonable in that area. She stated there has been, at least, a 40% 
higher enforcement rating there, which means that 70% of the people traveling 
that road are doing an excess of 15 mph over the speed limit. It is a speed 
limit issue. There are no speed feedback signs on that road. George is 
heading out there this weekend and will let everyone know at the next 
meeting.           **continued on next page** 

https://goo.gl/maps/UNkLJ7jNamQPwKHV6
https://goo.gl/maps/4JdpkdVtiDLXibw49
https://goo.gl/maps/4JdpkdVtiDLXibw49
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      Lt. Ball wanted to check the status of the speed study to see if anything 
has been done. George Edmiston didn’t do a speed study, but visually 
he said that speed does not seem to be an issue, it seems to be a 
capacity issue. There are private residences out there that are charging 
people to park their vehicles by the boat ramp, which is increasing the 
volume. There are some pedestrians and bicyclists using the roadway 
and there are no curbs or sidewalks, which is a concern, especially at 
night. Lt. Ball said that there is nowhere for that road to expand. Mike 
said that we will leave this on the problem location sheet when Walt 
comes back to find out about 85th percentile speeds. Lt. Ball said that 
there is a speeding problem out there as well. The speed limit is a 25-
mph zone. There is a dis-conjoined speed limit – going east is one speed 
limit and west is another speed limit. Lt. Ball would like to see a study 
done. Discussion followed. 
 

7 August 2022 Jail at 491 – Lack of 
Signage 
 

 
https://goo.gl/maps/5yrn
tpQG8ja89u9j6  

Sherry 
Cook 

August 
2022 

 Sherry stated that at the jail on 491, there are no signs on the roadway. 
She thought the detention center would have a sign on the main road. 
People are trying to find it all the time. This will be added to the problem 
location list so Walt can address it.  
 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Citrus+County+Detention+Facility/@28.8474807,-82.4780069,2517m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x88e86b51a0c51e13:0xdf30ef07677044a8!8m2!3d28.8448035!4d-82.4777089
https://goo.gl/maps/5yrntpQG8ja89u9j6
https://goo.gl/maps/5yrntpQG8ja89u9j6
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